Coaxial multi-electrode cell ('O-trap') for high-sensitivity detection at a multiple frequency in Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry: main design and modeling results.
Separation of the functions of ion excitation and detection between different cell compartments allows for implementation of excitation and detection techniques unattainable in a single compartment of the conventional ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) cell. In particular, multi-electrode detection at a multiple of the main cyclotron frequency can be utilized without the loss of sensitivity and other negative effects. The new O-trap designed exclusively for ion detection adds an additional, internal coaxial cylinder around which ions with excited cyclotron orbits rotate. Comparison of simulated performance characteristics of the new O-trap with those of the same-size conventional cylindrical cell shows that the O-trap can provide higher sensitivity and ion capacity. Multiplexing of the O-traps can further increase the analysis speed. Future efforts will be aimed at building and testing experimentally the coaxial O-trap, including optimization of the method of ion transfer between the compartments of the cell.